
Declaration of claim	

 	
in the liquidation of : SHS Antwerp Aviation, 

K.B.O. nr. 0547.945.971	
 	
Address for correspondence:  	
MONARD LAW Antwerp,  Mechelsesteenweg 64 bus 101, 2018 Antwerp	
 	
I, the undersigned ………………………………… (name, first name or company name and VAT-
number) 	
residing at .............................................................. (address in full) 	
account number .......................................................... 

declare that I am owned by SHS Antwerp Aviation, the 

total sum of: 	

......................................................................... 	

......................................................................... 	
(amount written out in numbers and in letters) 	

  

I ask for the inclusion of this claim in the liquidation proceedings and provide ample 
explanations and supporting documents for my claim. 

	

My claim is privileged on the grounds of :	

  

......................................................................(1) for the amount of .......................................................... 	

 	
The assets and/or objects which are subject to guarantees are:	
 	
......................................................................(2) 

......................................................................... 	

......................................................................... 	

I declare in all conscience that this claim is correct. 
 	
Drawn up ........................ (location), on the ............................... (date)	
 	
Signature, (3) 	
 	
 	
(1) The stated reason for the privilege, being either “from mortgage registration in the offices of ….… at …….  Registered 

under tome …….. nr. …… on the …… (date)”; or “from article ……. Paragraph…….. from the law on ………”; or “from 
collateral on …. made on the …… (date).	

(2) De succinct statement of the assets and/or objects which are privileged, e.g.: “the offices located at …..”,” all the 
movable assets which are situated in the residence of the liquidation located at …….”,” all the movable assets which 
belong to the liquidation.”, ”the machinery and or appliances which are mentioned in the invoice of the …… (date) 
which were registered at the clerk’s office of the Commercial Court of …….. under the number ……. on the ………… 
(date)”, “the …….. (object) received as collateral by ………… (name and address in full of the receiver) and which are 
still in his/her possession, etc. 	

(3) When the creditor does not sign this document personally, the declaration needs to be signed by an authorized 
representative  preceded by the words “for the creditor”. The statement for the representation needs to be attached to 
the declaration of claim. In the statement for representation the amount of the declaration has to be mentioned as well 
the phrase “I declare in all conscience that this claim is correct.”. 	


